openQA test in scenario opensuse-15.1-NET-x86_64-xfce@64bit-2G fails in first_boot

The xfce test does not select the xfce pattern after all.

Reproducible

Fails since (at least) Build 300.3

Expected result

Last good: 300.2 (or more recent)

Further details

Always latest result in this scenario: latest

History

#1 - 11/09/2018 03:34 pm - mlin7442

indeed xfce pattern has not been selected https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/751976#step/select_patterns_and_packages/77

I guess we need to add PATTERNS variable to the settings.

#2 - 11/09/2018 09:22 pm - mlin7442

system role style skelcd change has been checked-in to Factory, will be appears in the next snapshot, so I've adjusted job settings for xfce and lxde preventing too late to adjust it after iso post to o3.

added PATTERNS=default,xfce to xfce and create_hdd_xfce; and PATTERNS=default,lxde to lxde test.

#3 - 13/09/2018 09:35 am - mlin7442

https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/753882 done

#4 - 19/09/2018 02:37 pm - okurz

- Status changed from New to Resolved

20/03/2020
I can confirm that the latest jobs in the mentioned scenario are fine so I guess we are done here?